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Abstract—The importance of case-indexing method selection 
in the CBR system is analyzed, and the defaults of traditional 
case indexing methods are pointed out. A model of case- 
retrieving based on AHP is presented and the basic principle 
and process of CBR and AHP are introduced. With the 
development environment of CGI, the prototype system is 
developed, and the core source code and running interface are 
shown to confirm the effectivity and feasibility of this model. 
 
Index Terms—case-based reasoning, analytic hierarchy 
process, cases indexing 
 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
 

    CBR, Case-based Reasoning is the process of solving 
new problems based on the solutions of similar past 
problems. It is a popular method in artificial intelligence 
because it is very simple and reasonable. Especially, in 
dealing with complex issues of multi-attribute 
decision-making, CBR is often the preferred method. CBR 
is not only a powerful method for computer reasoning, but 
also a pervasive behavior in everyday human problem 
solving; all reasoning is based on past cases personally 
experienced. In fact, CBR has many advantages, the most 
important one is that it can simulate the human thinking to 
solve problem and make decision. The principle figure of 
CBR is shown as Figure.1: 

 
                                          

            

 

                                                                                                            

                                            

                                

 

 

 

 
 
 

Figure1: The principle figure of CBR 
 

The process of CBR includes four steps, and they are 
retrieval, reusing, revising and retain. To develop CBR 
system, the four steps are the core work. Moreover, 
retrieval is the most important process. Given a target 
problem, retrieve cases from memory those are relevant to 
solving it. A case consists of a problem, its solution, and, 
typically, annotations about how the solution was derived. 
So, the most important thing is that there are sufficient 
cases in case base. Of course, how to retrieve the cases 
from the case base is the key issue for CBR system. If there 
is no effective method for case retrieval, CBR system will 
become failure. 

When indexing the case base, how to decide the 
similarity between the cases is very important. So, CBR 

system always is called similarity searching system. There 
are three typical CBR searching strategies, and they are 
nearest adjacent indexing method, inductive indexing, and 
knowledge guide method. Nevertheless, these methods are 
only suitable for the cases with qualitative attributes; they 
aren’t competent for the cases with quantitative attributes, 
especially for the cases with fuzzy quantitative attributes. 

However, in practical applications of CBR system, there 
are large numbers of cases with quantitative attributes and 
qualitative attributes. Therefore, in this paper, we adopt 
semantic distance to score the similarity degree between the 
attributes of the two cases, and adopt AHP algorithm to 
score the similarity degree between the problem case and 
the cases in the case base.  
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II.  THE DISTANCE BETWEEN THE ATTRIBUTES OF CASES 
 
In order to describe the similarity between the cases, all 

of their attributes must be taken into account synthetically, 
whereas, which kind of method is adopted to describe the 
similarity becomes most important. In this paper, we don’t 
score the similarity directly, but adopt the distance to score 
the similarity between the cases.  

There are several methods to describe the distance, and 
they are as follows: 
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vik  and v jk  represent the distance between the kth 

attribute of the jth and ith case respectively. 
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In fact, it is the inter-space geometry distance. 
3) Michael Karpinski distance: 
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4) For qualitative attributes, it is difficult to describe by 
a concrete number, because they are fuzzy. If adopt the 
semantic distance to score the distance between the 
attributes of different cases. In semantics, a fuzzy 
inter-zone number ［a, b］／CF means that the possibility of 
the fuzzy number being in [a, b] is CF. Of course, if the 
fuzzy inter-zone is the maximum, then, the CF is sure to be 
1. In semantics, a fuzzy centric number (c, r)/CF means that 
the possibility of the fuzzy number being In the zone which 
c is center and r is the radius is CF. Of course, if the r is the 
maximum, CF is 1. 

The semantic distance between the two fuzzy number A, 
B: ［a1, b1］／CF1 and［a2, b2］／CF2 is defined as: 

SD(A, 
B)=(waσ |a1-a2|u+wbσ |b1-b2|u+wCFσ |CF1-CF2|u)1/u                                     
(4) 

In the formula (4), wa≥0, wb≥0, wCF≥0, and 
wa+wb+wCF=1;u≥ 1, and they are all integer. When 
CF1=CF2=1, if u=1, then: 

SD(A, B)=waσ |a1-a2|+wbσ |b1-b2|            (5) 

In fact, the value of u is decided according to the actual 
condition. Of course, the fuzzy operator “σ ”can be 
multiplication. 

III   CASES DESCRIPTION MODEL 

A. Description of similarity between attributes of cases 

The attributes of cases are composed by quantitative and 
qualitative attributes. If the cases are composed by n 

attributes. In order to describe the case easilly, we assume 
the m attributes are quantitative, and the n-m attributes are 
qualitative. 

Now, suppose C0 is problem case, and it is composed 
by n attributes, and it is described as fellows: 

C0=(C01, C02, ..., ［d0k , b0k］, ..., ［d0m, b0m］)     
(6) 

Suppose that Cp and Cq are the cases in the cases base, 
of course, Cp and Cq are two different cases. and they are 
described as follows respectively: 

Cp=(Cp1, Cp2, ..., ［dpk , bpk］, ..., ［dpm, bpn］)   (7) 
Cq=(C01, Cq2, ..., ［dqk , bqk］, ..., ［dqn, bqn］) 

The semantic distance of j1 th attribute of Cp and C0 is: 

SD(apj1, a0j1)=wa*｜dpj1-d0j1｜+wb*｜b pj1-b0j1｜ 
                                          (8) 

In the same way, the semantic distance of j1 th attribute 
of Cq and C0 is: 

SD(aqj1, a0j1)=wa*｜dqj1-d0j1｜+wb*｜b qj1-b0j1 
                                          (9) 

B. construction of the model 

AHP(The Analytic Hierarchy Process)was presented by 
American operational research expert T.L.Satty in 1977. 
AHP is a decision-making method combining with 
quantitative and qualitative analysis. The AHP provides a 
comprehensive and rational framework for structuring a 
decision problem, for representing and quantifying its 
elements, for relating those elements to overall goals, and 
for evaluating alternative solutions. It is used around the 
world in a wide variety of decision situations, in fields such 
as government, business, industry, healthcare, and 
education. In AHP, the complex problem is divided into 
several factors, and the factors are separated into 
hierarchical and ordinal structure by control relationship. 
Users of the AHP first decompose their decision problem 
into a hierarchy of more easily comprehended sub-problems, 
each of which can be analyzed independently. The elements 
of the hierarchy can relate to any aspect of the decision 
problem—tangible or intangible, carefully measured or 
roughly estimated, well- or poorly-understood—anything at 
all that applies to the decision at hand. 

In the topside, it is the target layer, the middle layer is 
rule layer, and the bottom layer is approach layer. The 
importance degree of every factor is determined by 
comparing each other. The detailed process is as follows: 

For the target layer, it will compare the importance of 
every criterion in the rule layer according to the given 
target, and then it will get the judgment matrix, marking the 
judgment matrix as RB. The comparison formula of 
comparative importance of all criteria is shown as Table.1: 
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Table.1   The comparison formula of comparative importance of all criteria 
 

 
All of the approaches will compare each other for the 

goal of every criterion in the rule layer, and then will get a 
series of matrix: 
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N is the number of the criterion in rule layer, and M is 
the number of the approach. 

For the N matrixes, normalize every column in the 
matrix. Namely, let every element divide the summary of 
all element in its column. 
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                 (11) 

The values of rij
'

 are values of elements in the 

judgment matrix after the normalization processing. 

Then, for Rk
C

, sum every row, the value is the relative 

weight of every approach. Of course, we will normalize the 
result. 
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= ==
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According to the result obtained above, we can obtain 

the weight vector of the rule layer relative to the target layer. 
It is denoted as wB . By the same way, we can get a series 
of weight vectors of all the approaches relative to every 

criterion, and they are denoted as wi

C
. Then, let wB  

multiply the matrix composing of the wi

C
, and the result 

is denoted as RWC . From the RWC , we can get the last 
rank for all of the approaches. 

In this paper, we built a CBR indexing model based on 
AHP. In the model, the target is finding the case most 
similar with the problem case from the case base. All of the 
case attributes are treated as criterion. 

IV.  INSTANCE 

For example, when the buyer makes a purchase decision, 
he always takes the former decision as the reference. If we 
compare the process with the CBR model, they are very 
similar. So, to the purchase decision, we regard it as a 
problem case, and regard the former decisions as the cases 
in the case base. The decision result is the most similar case 
indexed from the case base, and the buyer can make the last 
decision with reference of the most similar case. Of course, 
the buyer can adapt the decision result, then, store the 
decision as a new case in the case base. 

Due to the limited space for this paper, so, for simplicity, 
the problem case is denoted as C0, and there are 4 cases in 
the case base. We assume that the case include 5 attributes, 
and they are price of goods(A1), the distance with the 
company (A2), grade of goods(A3), reputation of the 
vendor(A4) and quality of goods(A5).At the same time, we 
assume the A1, A2 and A3 are quantitative attribute; A4, 
A5 are qualitative attributes. 

After a series of data conversion, the detailed data are 
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shown as the Tab.2:  
 

Table.2. The detailed information of every case 
 

 B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 
C0 150 880 7000 (3, 5) (7, 8) 
C1 120 200 5000 (8, 9) (4, 6) 
C2 220 1100 1500 (5, 7) (3, 6) 
C3 115 400 6000 (4, 6) (5, 7) 
C4 300 450 10000 (7, 8) (8, 9) 
 

The semantic distance of C0 with C1, C2, C3 and C4 
are denoted as SD (0, 1), SD(0, 2), SD(0, 3)and SD(0, 
4)respectively. 

According to the formula (5), after the calculating, the 
detailed data of the semantic distance C0 with C1, C2, C3 
and C4 are shown as Tab.2. To the formula (1), taking the 
value of wa and wb  as 0.4 and 0.6 respectively. The 
detailed information of semantic distance between C0 and 
other cases is shown as Tab.3. 

 
Table.3 The detailed information of semantic distance 

between C0 and other cases 

 B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 
SD(0, 1) 30 680 2000 4.4 2.4 
SD(0, 2) 70 220 5500 2.0 2.8 
SD(0, 3) 35 480 1000 1.0 1.4 
SD(0, 4) 150 430 3000 3.2 1.0 

 
As for the attributes, the judgment matrix of 

comparative importance is getting by AHP, and the 
judgment matrix is shown as follows: 

RB =
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According to the formula (11), after the normalization 
processing, we can get the following matrix: 

RB
' =
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076.0057.0130.0114.0072.0

 

 

According to the formula (12), after the calculation, we 
get the result of weight value: wB =(0.090, 0.059, 0.091, 
0.304, 0.456) 

According to the Tab.3, as to criterion B1, after the 
comparison each other, we get the judgment matrix as 
follow: 

RC
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According to the formula (11) and formula(12), after 
calculation, we can get the weight value result of the 4 
cases to the criterion B1. 

wC

1 =(0.105, 0.246, 0.123, 0.526) 

Likewise, we can get the weight value result of the 4 
cases to the criterion B2, B3, B4 and B5, and they are 
shown as follow: 

wC

2 =(0.375, 0.122, 0.265, 0.238) 

wC

3 =(0.174, 0.478, 0.087, 0.261) 

wC

4 =(0.415, 0.189, 0.094, 0.302) 

wC

5 =(0.315, 0.368, 0.184, 0.132) 

Finally, let the matrix wB  multiply the matrix 

constituted by wi

C
. After the calculation, we can get the 

last result, and they are:  

(0.317, 0.332, 0.146, 0.243). 

Now, we can conclude that the most similar case with 
C0 is C3. So, the buyer can make decision according to C3. 
Of course, the buyer can adjust the C3 according to the 
actual condition. 

 
V.  REALIZATION 

 
The prototype is developed in the development of 

environment of CGI, and the database is Sybase; the 
development language is C language. The system class 
diagram is shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure.2. The system class diagram for CBR system 

The core source code is shown as follows: 
void ProcessPOSTData() 
{       …… 
/* Begin - Creat a SQL statement without WHERE 

clauses or SQLserver command. You may write SQL 
statement here */ 

/*Examples follow as: */ 
/*SELECT * FROM */ 
/*Rest parts of SQL statement will be written in */ 
/* ProcessPair() function. */ 
/* strcpy(sqltemp, "select * from ");*/ 
/* End-------------------------------------- */  
…… 
SQLserver s(Sqlserver, a->Username, a->PassWord, 

Database); 
{……        
sort(*sqlret, jiage, shuliang, shengyu, zhiliang1, 

zhiliang2); 
} 
void ProcessPair(char * VarVal, char sqltemp[]) 
{ 
……         
/* Begin - Assemble rest parts of SQL statement into 

the SQL statement. */ 
if (strcmp(VarVal , "tablename") == 0)  
{strcat(sqltemp, pEquals); 
strcat(sqltemp, ";");} 
/* these Let the SQL statement complete, and tablename 

is the table which needs select */ 
if (strcmp(VarVal , "jiage") == 0)  
jiage=atof(pEquals); 

if (strcmp(VarVal , "shuliang") == 0)  
shuliang=atof(pEquals); 
if (strcmp(VarVal , "changshangshengyu") == 0)  
shengyu=atof(pEquals); 
if (strcmp(VarVal , "zhiliang1") == 0)  
zhiliang1=atof(pEquals); 
if (strcmp(VarVal , "zhiliang2") == 0)  
zhiliang2=atof(pEquals);  
/* These let all of the value transmited from webpage 

kept in the corresponding variables */ 
/* End ----------------------------------------------------*/ 
  …… 
}    
void sort(SqlRet sqlret, float price, float number, float 

repute, float quality1, float quality2) 
{ 
…… 
    for ( i=0;i<sqlret.GetRow();i++) 
    {    
  records++;  
  priceones[i]= sqlret.GetItem(i, 2); 
  numberones[i]=sqlret.GetItem(i, 3); 
  reputeones[i]=sqlret.GetItem(i, 4);      
  quality1ones[i]=sqlret.GetItem(i, 5);     
   quality2ones[i]=sqlret.GetItem(i, 6);   

  
   } 

    for (i=0;i<records;i++) 
    for (j=0;j<records;j++) 
    { 
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pricesquare[i][j]=fabs(priceones[j]-price)/(fabs(priceo
nes[j]-price) 
+fabs(priceones[i]-price)); 
if (pricesquare[i][j]>=criticalvalue) 
   pricesquare[i][j]=1; 
else 
   pricesquare[i][j]=0; 
          ……     
   } 
      ……   
for (i=0;i<records;i++) 
      for (j=0;j<records;j++) 
      { 
   if (pricesquare[i][j]==1)  
   priceones[i]++;    
       } 
     for (i=0;i<records;i++) 
     {   

sortall[i]= 

priceones[i]*powerall[0]+numberones[i]*powera
ll[1]+reputeones[i]*powerall[2] 
+(quality1ones[i]*powerquality[0]+quality2ones
[i]*powerquality[1]) 
*powerall[3]; 

   }  
  for (i=0;i<records;i++) 
    { 
     max=0; 
     for (j=0;j<records;j++)     
     if (!checked[j]&&sortall[j]>max) 
         max=sortall[j];tag=j; 
     sortlast[p]=tag;p++;checked[tag]=true;     
               } 
    …… 
} 
  
The running interface is shown as follows: 

 

Figure.3. The running interface of CBR system 

 

VI.  CONCLUSION 

AHP is a very mature and stable method. Moreover, 
CBR is a scientific decision method. According to the 
instance presented above, the case indexing model for CBR 
system based on AHP is an effective and feasible method. 
Of course, AHP is improved after the research of experts 
and scholars. For example, the fuzzy AHP is a more 
scientific method. In our subsequent work, we will adopt 
fuzzy AHP in CBR system. 
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